**Groundhog Cookies**

**Ingredients:**
- Large chocolate cookies
- Small vanilla cookies
- Candy eyes
- Pink jelly beans
- Sunflower seeds
- Chocolate chips
- Chocolate sprinkles
- Chocolate frosting

1. Spread a thin layer of chocolate frosting on the top half of one of the large chocolate cookies. Press chocolate sprinkles onto the frosting for fur.
2. “Glue” two small vanilla cookies towards the bottom of the cookies for the groundhog cheeks, using frosting as glue.
3. Add a pink jelly bean between the cheeks for the nose, the candy eyes for two eyes, and two sunflower seeds below the cheeks for teeth!
4. For the final touch, add two chocolate chips to the top of the cookie for ears. Enjoy!

**Books to Read Along:**
- Groundhog’s Day Off by Robb Pearlman
- Groundhog’s Dilemma by Kristen Remenar
- Substitute Groundhog by Pat Miller